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1. Scope 

 

As part of the I-90 Lake Effect Corridor Phase II project, the Ohio 

Department of Transportation (ODOT) is planning to equip a 

segment of interstate through Lake County with Roadside Units 

(RSUs) and Connected Vehicle (CV) applications that will 

communicate traffic, weather, and speed data to maintenance and 

emergency vehicles. This data, combined with recently installed 

Variable Speed Limit (VSL) signs (see photo on the right) and Road 

Weather Information Systems (RWIS), will help better respond to 

incidents and manage roadway speeds and maintenance in order 

to reduce crashes and fatalities, especially during heavy snow events.   

1.1. Description of the Scope of the Project 

This Concept of Operations (ConOps) provides a high-level description of how Connected 

Vehicle (CV)CV technology can be implemented in a coordinated manner to deliver needed 

transportation services to the traveling public. This includes the identification of stakeholder 

roles and responsibilities for project planning, deployment, operation and maintenance.  

Building on the Ohio Statewide Connected Vehicle/Automated Vehicle (CV/AV) Architecture, 

this ConOps describes the state of existing transportation systems within the project area 

(Section 2), presents the justification for changes to those systems in support of CV (Section 

4), outlines a proposed system concept for identified CV functions introduced by the project 

(Section 1), details operational scenarios to demonstrate the influence of CV in the delivery of 

transportation services (Section 6), and describes anticipated impacts and performance 

measures for the proposed system concept (Section 7). 

The proposed CV system concept is to equip a segment of interstate through Lake County with 

RSUs and nine CV applications that will gather and distribute traffic, weather, and speed data 

to maintenance and emergency vehicles. This CV technology, combined with existing 

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) along the corridor, will improve communications 

between the roadside, Traffic Management Center (TMC), drivers and emergency response 

fleets to improve safety and better manage the response to incidents.  

TEM Compliance 

Section 1 conforms to 1301-2.4 High Risk SEA Project Requirements Scope Section (page 

13-10). 
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1.2. General Location 

The I-90 corridor from Exit 200 Exit 212 in Lake County has two-lane traffic and is approximately 

five miles south of Lake Erie. The default speed limit is seventy miles per hour and most zones 

are variable below that when conditions merit slower speeds.  

Currently, there are five Dynamic Message Signs (DMSs), fourteen VSLs, and five RWIS devices 

along the project corridor, with some collocated with each other. There are also four radar 

devices and nine cameras in the corridor. The data from these devices helps the TMC make 

informed decisions for the corridor based on near real-time conditions.  

1.3. Conceptual Alternative 

 The primary alternative considered for this project was expansion of the existing RWIS/VSL 

system to the east and west of the recent deployment (Exit 200 – Exit 212). However, the 

proposed project, featuring CV technology, was preferred and selected due to a need to 

respond to the  high rate of multi-car pileups on this section of I-90 during snowstorms. CV 

infrastructure can communicate changes in weather to travelers and conditions to ODOT faster 

than existing RWIS infrastructure.  

1.4. Logical Termini or Service Area 

The proposed location of this project, shown in Figure 1, spans from Exit 200 to Exit 212. This 

corridor has historically experienced a high multi-vehicle crash rate, especially due to 

weather events. This has been mitigated with the implementation of VSL signage and RWIS, 

as well as other ITS devices such as cameras and radar detectors.  The map below shows the 

project area, with crash data visualized as a heat map with ‘cold’ being fewer crashes and 

‘hot’ being more. The existing ITS devices are also shown . 
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Figure 1. I-90 Lake Effect Corridor Map 
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1.5. Interagency Coordination and Possible Effects on Neighboring 

Communities 

The project provides an excellent opportunity for interagency coordination such as the ODOT 

Traffic Management, ODOT Office of Maintenance Operations, ODOT District 12, State 

highway patrol, NOACA, emergency services and IT support.  Accurate dissemination of 

traveler information will ensure safety for not only road users but also State highway patrol and 

emergency services. Accurate and timely interagency cooperation will ensure roads are 

cleared quickly and safely thereby benefitting the neighboring communities around the project 

area.  Interagency cooperation also plays a vital role in ensuring that  the VSLs are enforced by 

the State highway patrol thereby improving safety for all the travelers.  

 

1.6. PID and Project Description from ELLIS 

PID: 113305 

 

ELLIS Project Description: Deployment of connected vehicle technology to support the 

variable speed limit operation on the I-90 Lake Effect Corridor. Morley to the County Line. 

1.7. Description of the ITS Work 

The primary transportation objectives of this project are to implement CV technology and 

utilize the ITS network (including previously installed VSLs and RWIS) to: 

 

1. Provide traveler information to reduce weather related crashes; 

2. Improve maintenance for plowing and ice treatment; 

3. Gather vehicle and roadway data to improve operations; and 

4. Work with Highway Patrol to enforce the VSLs.  

 

The ITS work consists of installing six (6) RSUs to be collocated with the existing RWIS, CCTV, 

DMS, MVDS or VSL already present on the corridor. RSUs are proposed to be spaced 

approximately 4 miles apart for complete coverage of the section of I-90 within the project 

limits. .  

1.8. Project Background (Summary of Purpose and Need) 

Currently, there are five DMS, eight VSLs, and five RWIS devices along the project corridor, 

although some are collocated with each other. There are also four radar devices and nine 

cameras in the corridor. The data from these devices help the TMC make informed decisions 

for the corridor depending on conditions.  
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The primary purpose of the project is to enhance the current system by providing traveler 

information to CVs to reduce weather related crashes and improve maintenance for plowing 

and ice treatment during inclement weather. The secondary purpose is to collect real-time data 

from CVs to be used for operational performance. The need of the project is to install, operate, 

and maintain the proposed CV system so that it can be utilized by all stakeholders, especially 

the traveling public.  
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2. ITS Architecture 

 

This section identifies portions of the regional ITS architecture being implements, identifies ITS 

User Services which apply to the project, and includes a graphic from the Regional ITS 

Architecture illustrating the data flows that will be incorporated.  

2.1. Portions of the ITS Architecture Being Implemented 

Portions of the Statewide ITS Architecture being implemented include: 

1. Ohio DOT Connected Vehicles Roadside Equipment 

2. Ohio DOT ATMS 

3. Ohio DOT CCTV Cameras 

4. Ohio DOT Certification System 

5. Ohio DOT Cooperative ITS Credentials Management System 

6. Ohio DOT CV Authorizing Center 

7. Ohio DOT CV Service Monitor 

8. Ohio DOT Event Streaming Platform 

9. Ohio DOT Maintenance and Construction Vehicles 

10. Ohio DOT Object Registration and Discovery System 

11. Ohio DOT RWIS Stations 

12. Ohio DOT Safety Patrol Vehicles 

13. Ohio DOT Speed Monitoring Roadside Equipment 

14. Ohio DOT Variable Speed Limit Signs 

15. Ohio State Highway Patrol Vehicles 

  

TEM Compliance  

Section 2 conforms to 1301 – 2.4 High-risk SEA Documentation Requirements related to 

the ITS Architecture.  
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2.2. ITS User Services 

The 141 service packages contained in ARC-IT were assessed against current CV stakeholder 

needs and related CV initiatives in Ohio (See Appendix C – User Needs vs. Service Packages 

Matrix). Leveraging this list, Table 1 provides the resulting overall list of CV service packages 

for this project. 

Table 1. Proposed CV Service Packages  

SP Service Package Name 

CVO09 
Freight-Specific Dynamic 

Travel Planning 

SU03 Data Distribution 

PM01 Parking Space Management 

PS02 
Routing Support for 

Emergency Responders 

TI01 
Broadcast Traveler 

Information 

TM21 Speed Harmonization 

VS03 Situational Awareness 

VS07 
Road Weather Motorist Alert 

and Warning 

WX01 Weather Data Collection 

 

2.3. ITS Architecture Graphics 

Each CV service leverages support systems to exchange data between various traveler, 

vehicle, roadside, and center elements. As an example, Figure 3 depicts the ARC-IT service 

package diagram (from the Physical Architecture View) for Speed Harmonization, a service 

that determines speed recommendations based on traffic and weather conditions, and 

communicates those speeds to users. The diagram includes physical objects that participate 

in the service package, as well as the application objects (white boxes) that describe the 

functionality of the physical objects included.  

Automated and connected vehicles will introduce numerous, simultaneous interactions that 

will occur between vehicle, traveler, roadside, and center elements to deliver proposed CV 

applications. Table 4 presents the context diagram for the proposed CV system concept that 

captures all of these interconnections. 

https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp32.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp32.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app15.html
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp132.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp39.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp39.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp79.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp79.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp68.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp62.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp46.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp46.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp143.html#tab-3
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Figure 3: Proposed System Concept – Service Package Diagram 
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Figure 4: Proposed System Concept – Context Diagram (from RAD-IT tool) 
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In both diagrams, the color scheme for centers, vehicles and vehicle systems, travelers, 

roadside equipment (RSE), support systems, and core services follows ARC-IT conventions.  

The linear interconnections between each element or element group represent an exchange 

of data using various communication media. These include short-range links (dashed lines) 

between vehicles (vehicle-to-vehicle V2V), roadside devices (vehicle-to-infrastructure V2I), 

and vehicle-to-everything (V2X) connections; high bandwidth connections (solid lines) 

between centers (center-to-center, or C2C), support systems, and with field devices; and wide 

area wireless broadcasts (dotted lines) between centers/support systems and roadside 

devices/vehicles/travelers. These interconnections involve request flows and corresponding 

information flows, which are depicted with arrows that show directionality of data movement 

and, on the service package diagram, other shapes that show the source of the request and 

the entity that controls the data flow.  The service package diagrams use colored lines to show 

different levels of security for each interconnection, e.g., data encryption, authentication.  

Transportation system users initiate data flow. Pedestrians, cyclists, and other travelers make 

requests of the system and are detected by field devices. Vehicle drivers/operators’ travel 

decisions will inform and establish the origin, destination, location, speed, direction, and other 

characteristics of their vehicles, which will be constantly monitored and recorded by onboard 

equipment (OBE). This data, along with its appropriate meta data and communication system 

wrappers, is then relayed to field devices and ultimately to transportation centers for use in 

managing the overall network.  

As data is exchanged from one element to the next, it must be validated, reformatted, and 

integrated. Depending on the system architecture applied, this processing might occur at the 

roadside or at a center, or a combination of the two. The processing function is demonstrated 

through bold shape outlines in the context diagram, i.e., at the roadside or the center, and 

discussed further in the Ohio AV/CV Concept of Operations.  
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3. Current Situation 

 

3.1. Project Stakeholders 

Project stakeholders listed below in Table 2 alone with their roles and primary responsibilities. 

Table 2. Stakeholder Roles and Responsibilities 

Stakeholder  Role Responsibility 

DriveOhio Project Manager Deployment Oversight 

ODOT Office of Traffic 

Management 

 

 

Statewide 

Transportation 

Systems Management 

& Operations (TSMO).  

Change VSL Speeds, Monitor ITS 

device data (cameras, RWIS, radar) 

 

ODOT Office of 

Equipment 

Management / ODOT 

Central Garage 

Feasibility Input Give input on applications of CV 

technology 

ODOT Office of 

Maintenance 

Operations 

 

RWIS Coordinator to 

ODOT 

Coordinate RWIS integration with CV.  

ODOT District 12 TSMO Coordinator Any further planning – Regional 

Coordination 

State Highway Patrol Law Enforcement Speed Enforcement/Crash 

Reduction/Assisting Motorists 

Northeast Ohio 

Areawide Coordinating 

Agency (NOACA) 

ITS Planning Ensure inter-operability among ITS 

elements, support development of ITS 

project that meet user needs, promote 

conformance to State and regional ITS 

architectures to ensure eligibility for 

federal funding 

TEM Compliance 

Section 3 conforms to 1301-2.4 High Risk SEA Project Requirements, Concept of Operation 

Section, first 2 bullets. 
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Stakeholder  Role Responsibility 

IT Support Enterprise IT Network 

& Security 

Configuration of core network and 

security devices in the data center to 

support any network connected 

devices installed on the corridor.  Also 

assist the ITS/Traffic team with 

troubleshooting network & security 

issues related to these devices. 

Contractor Maintenance Maintain the system including 

equipment malfunctions, loss of power 

or communications, and software. 

3.2. Description of Existing Environment 

The existing ITS technology along the corridor includes RWIS, VSL, DMS, radar, and CCTV 

cameras. Data from these devices is synthesized in the TMC to enact emergency response and 

maintenance plans. The TMC software allows operators to control each of these devices as 

well as store and analyze data. Road weather motorist alert and warning, service package VS07, 

is existing in the corridor.  

Ohio’s smart mobility initiatives are poised to create a new transportation system at the local, 

regional, and statewide level. These initiatives are focused on utilizing VSLs and RWIS more 

efficiently and combining them with CV technology. 
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4. Justification for Changes 

 

The proposed smart mobility initiatives are focused on reducing winter weather crashes, as 

well as improving operations, maintenance, and speed enforcement. 

4.1. User Needs 

In the digital survey, participants were asked to identify and prioritize the most pressing 

challenges that their organizations face, in those that relate to the CV/AV application(s) that will 

be introduced through this project. The summary results of this exercise listed in Table 3 are 

consistent with the overall project goals and objectives. Each identified user need is discussed 

further in the subsections that follow.  

Table 3. Prioritized User Needs from Digital Survey 

ID User Needs 

1 Two-way immediate communication 

2 Ability to change speeds from Lake County 

3 Notify Highway Patrol of VSL changes 

4 Use data to inform and optimally position troopers 

5 Prepare maintenance crews for weather events 

6 Create maintenance alerts for system failures 

7 Real time data acquisition and risk analysis 

8 Real time cellular alerts 

9 Automated or more strict speed enforcement 

 

1. Two way immediate communication 

There is a need to transmit information from the DOT to travelers, and from travelers to the 

DOT. TMC operators need to be able to send messages to vehicles regarding speed changes, 

crashes, weather events, etc. on the corridor. The TMC also needs to gather data from 

TEM Compliance 

Section 4 conforms to 1301-2.4 High Risk SEA Project Requirements Concept of Operation 

Section, third bullet: “Provide a Concept of Operations - including a more detailed 

description of how the system will be used. It should discuss what the project is to 

accomplish, including identifying stakeholder need and resources that stakeholders can 

provide. It is non-technical and provides a bridge between the needs motivating the project 

and the specific technical requirements.“ 
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connected vehicles in order to ascertain existing condition information as well as to determine 

long-term trends.    

2. Ability to change speeds from Lake County 

D12 of ODOT needs to be able to change the speeds from Lake County during snow events 

rather than making a call to the TMC and discussing what should be the correct speed. That 

process costs time. 

3. Notify Highway Patrol of VSL changes 

State Highway Patrol has identified a need to be able to be notified when the speed limit has 

been reduced, where it has been reduced, and for what reason the reduction has been made. 

4. Use data to inform and position troopers optimally 

There is a need for the system to use real-time data to inform and optimally position troopers. 

Trooper presence in key locations can reduce crashes in those areas. The system output could 

be overlaying traffic data combined with environmental conditions to help predict when 

crashes are going to happen. The Highway Patrol could then take a proactive approach in crash 

reduction through high visibility presence.   

5. Prepare maintenance crews for weather events 

There is a need for better communication with maintenance crews to identify locations along 

the corridor that require attention, such as plowing or ice treatment.  

6. Create maintenance alerts for system failures 

The system should automatically generate alerts for system failures such as loss of 

communication or power, or any component malfunction.  

7. Real time data acquisition and risk analysis 

There is a need for the TMC to receive data on real-time travel speeds, atmospheric conditions, 

and road conditions. The system needs to reliably provide decision-makers with the best data 

available in real-time to attempt to control speeds and communicate to the traveling public as 

travel conditions become increasingly hazardous.   

 

8. Real time cellular alerts 

There is a need to communicate bad weather conditions to all vehicles, not just CVs. Over the 

years, a cell phone alert system has been discussed conceptually to reach 99% of motorists in 

the area. INRIX has partnered with some state DOT’s on developing alert systems, like 

Pennsylvania’s “511PA Connect”, which could be developed for Ohio. 

9. Automated or more strict speed enforcement 

There is a need to restrict speeds during bad weather events. Automated enforcement of 

speed limits in the corridor might help reduce fatal crashes. In the absence of that, the 
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increased frequency and visibility of conventional enforcement is the second best alternative.  

Perhaps if the stretch of I-90 had more of a reputation for strict enforcement, motorists would 

be less likely to speed in general.  

4.2. Description of Desired Changes 

ODOT and DriveOhio will collaborate to develop the design for the RSU deployment, including 

field installation, communications, software, operations, and maintenance. This will allow two-

way communication between road users and the TMC. VSLs will also be connected to the RSUs, 

warning travelers of reduced speed limits when traffic or weather conditions warrant lower 

speeds. 

Some influencing factors in the project are: 

• RWIS data needs to be available to communicate with RSUs in near real time 

• VSLs need to be updated based on RSU data as well as RWIS data and weather 

forecasts 

• RSU data needs to be available to state police to help support VSL enforcement and 

increase presence in areas of increased safety risk 

• RSU data needs to be available to emergency response personnel, especially when bad 

weather conditions are present 

• RSU data needs to be available to maintenance crews in order to promote safe and 

efficient maintenance 
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5. Proposed System Concept 

 

The proposed system concept encompasses CV applications that rely on a network of core 

services, supporting systems, software, facilities, and connecting infrastructure. These system 

elements function in an operational environment defined by the capabilities, procedures, and 

agreements of participating agencies. In combination, the proposed CV concept will provide 

new and enhanced functionality in response to the identified stakeholder needs.  

With related projects under development, the proposed system concept will evolve over time. 

The support and operational environments will also need to adapt as other related CV 

applications are introduced.  

5.1. Description of the Proposed System 

The proposed CV system concept for this project is defined by a set of policies, systems, 

software, infrastructure, products, and services provided through the CV applications that will 

be introduced. This section will link the identified stakeholder needs to CV services, which will 

then be correlated to CV applications.  

5.1.1. Applications  

The Ohio CV/AV Application Feasibility & Exploration Report identified the CV applications 

which hold the highest potential for deployment success in Ohio. Based on the service 

packages identified,  

Table 4 provides the resulting list of nine connected vehicle applications that are included in 

the proposed concept. Descriptions of these CV application can be found in the DriveOhio 

CV/AV Concept Exploration & Feasibility Report. 

 

TEM Compliance 

Section 5 conforms to 1301-2.4 High Risk SEA Project Requirements Concept of Operation 

Section, third bullet: “Provide a Concept of Operations - including a more detailed 

description of how the system will be used. It should discuss what the project is to 

accomplish, including identifying stakeholder need and resources that stakeholders can 

provide. It is non-technical and provides a bridge between the needs motivating the project 

and the specific technical requirements.“ 
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Table 4: Proposed CV Applications 

CV Application Group  

Speed Limit Warning Vehicle to 

Infrastructure 

(V2I) Safety 
Spot Weather Impact Warning 

Road Weather Motorist Alert and Warning 

 

Road 

Weather 

 

Road Weather Information and Routing Support for Emergency 

Responders 

Road Weather Information for Freight Carriers 

Road Weather Information for Maintenance and Fleet Management 

Systems 

Variable Speed Limits for Weather-Responsive Traffic 

Management 

Traveler Information- Smart Parking 

Vehicle Data for Traffic Operations Agency Data 

5.2. Operational Environment 

The operational environment describes the interactions that stakeholders and their resources 

will perform to deliver transportation services using the identified automated and connected 

vehicle applications.  

5.2.1. Stakeholders 

Section 3.1 identified transportation stakeholders that will be involved in the project. Most of 

these stakeholders have been grouped into a series of user classes based on the 

transportation services that they provide and the way they interact with CV applications (see 

Table 5). These user classes will be leveraged to isolate the new roles and responsibilities that 

connected vehicle technology will introduce. Highway Patrol and vehicle operators are 

particularly relevant to this project. 

https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app74.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app46.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app39.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app39.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app40.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app41.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app41.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app85.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app85.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app104.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app87.html#tab-3
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The following descriptions relate to each user class:  

Fleet Managers:  public and private entities that monitor, track, inform, and direct vehicles on 

the transportation network 

Regulatory Agencies:  organizations that oversee the development of CV/AV legislation, 

standards, funding, etc. 

Research Entities:  end users of data produced by CV/AV applications for purposes other 

than transportation management and operations 

Infrastructure Owners and Operators (IOOs):  agencies that are responsible for 

transportation infrastructure 

Vehicle Operators:  drivers of any vehicle on the roadway network or vehicles that are 

automated 

Vehicle Owners: those responsible for purchasing and maintaining vehicles that are used on 

Ohio roadways 

Table 5. Stakeholders by User Class 

User Class Stakeholders 

Fleet Managers 

• Automobile manufacturers 

• Municipal public safety and law enforcement agencies 

• Ohio Department of Public Safety 

• Ohio State Highway Patrol 

• Private fleet and freight companies 

Regulatory Agencies 

• Federal Highway Administration 

• Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration 

• Standards Development Organizations 

Research and 

Development Entities 

• Automobile manufacturers and Original Equipment 

Manufacturer (OEMs) 

• Metropolitan planning organizations 

• Transportation Research Center 

• Colleges and universities 

Infrastructure Owners and 

Operators (IOOs) 
• Ohio Department of Transportation 

Vehicle Operators 

• Commercial truck drivers 

• Personal vehicle drivers 

• Public safety/law enforcement vehicle drivers 

Vehicle Owners 

• Commercial truck owners 

• Personal vehicle owners 

• Public safety/law enforcement vehicle owners 

• Transit vehicle owners 
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5.2.2. Roles and Responsibilities 

Within its Enterprise View , ARC-IT defines twelve (12) different stakeholder roles in the delivery 

of transportation services. This Concept of Operations applies four of these roles related to CV 

services:  

o Owner (O) – stakeholder that implements and holds financial ownership of an CV element 

(usually a single entity) 

o Operator (P) – stakeholder accountable for performing actions associated with an CV 

element (may be more than one entity) 

o Maintainer (M) – stakeholder that administers the hardware and software related to an CV 

element (usually one entity) 

o User (U) – stakeholder that interacts with an CV element (may be more than one entity) 

o Regulatory agencies will be responsible for a fifth role, Regulator, for all applications 

included.  

As demonstrated in Section 5.1, the physical elements of the proposed CV applications consist 

of vehicles and vehicle systems, travelers, RSE, and systems located at centers. Table 6 shows 

the roles that each user class plays in the ownership, operation, maintenance, and use of each 

application.  

Table 6.  Application Delivery Roles and Responsibilities Matrix 

Group Application Name User Class 
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V2I 

Safety 

Speed Limit Warning U U U O/P/M U U 

Spot Weather Impact Warning U  U  U  O/P/M U U 

Road 

Weather 

Road Weather Motorist Alert and 

Warning 
U U U O/P/M U U 

Road Weather Information and 

Routing Support for Emergency 

Responders 

U U U O/P/M U U 

Road Weather Information for 

Freight Carriers 
U U U O/P/M U U 

Road Weather Information for 

Maintenance and Fleet 

Management Systems 

U U U O/P/M  U 

Variable Speed Limits for Weather-

Responsive Traffic Management 
U U U O/P/M U U 

Mobility Traveler Information- Smart Parking U U U O/P/M U U 

Agency 

Data 
Vehicle Data for Traffic Operations P/U U U 

 O/P/ 

M/U 
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5.2.3. Procedures 

Operational procedures prescribe actions that are taken by transportation managers based on 

information received. Connected vehicle application(s) implemented through this project will 

introduce a greater amount of information that system operators will need to consider as they 

apply their procedures. In some cases, this will require the procedures themselves to be 

updated or new ones to be created to account for the new data flows.  

This project will involve data that may be sensitive in nature, e.g., crash-related data that will 

require access authorization rules. The appropriate steps will be taken to ensure the security 

of this data. 

5.2.4. Agreements 

ODOT and Highway Patrol will need to agree how to handle the CV data. Troopers wish to be 

informed where and when dangerous conditions could exist, to prevent a possible crash by 

enforcing speeds in the area. Both parties must determine what levels of privacy each form of 

CV data will merit.  
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6. Operational Scenarios 

 

The following subsections describe scenarios that demonstrate how CV applications 

introduced through this project will affect operations. There has not been an opportunity to 

involve the stakeholders in an operational scenario workshop, due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  

  

TEM Compliance 

Section 6 conforms to 1301-2.4 High Risk SEA Project Requirements ConOps Section, 4th 

bullet; “For complex projects, operational scenarios may be necessary to illustrate the 

operations.” 
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6.1. Operational Scenario #1: Good Weather; Steady State 

Scenario:  Steady State 

Data Stream of traveler data collected by RSUs and reported to 

TMC – normal volume and speed, no anomalies. RSUs are 

reporting free flow travel speeds.  

Resources The ODOT TMC collects the CV data and uses it to 

streamline traffic operations and make decisions about 

future improvements and maintenance timing.  

Users CV drivers and fleet managers are updated that 

conditions are normal, and no delays are expected.  

Existing systems The TMC integrates the CV data into its vehicle monitoring 

program, and potentially uses this information to update 

the DMS system. VSLs are set to the default speed limit 

during normal conditions. RWIS are reporting normal 

weather conditions. 

Interactions CVs automatically communicate to RSUs, and RSUs 

automatically convey that data to the TMC where it is 

stored and summarized. TMC operators monitors the data 

summary to confirm there are no abnormalities in traveler 

behavior.  

Related user needs 1 Two-way immediate communication 

7 Real time data acquisition and risk analysis 

Influence of CV tools o RSUs are communicating normal conditions both ways. 

Data interfaces with the ODOT Event Streaming Platform 

(ESP). 

Potential CV use cases Travelers make their travel decisions based on roadway 

conditions. Law enforcement sees typical speeds and 

deploys some troops to higher priority locations. 

Maintenance sees no abnormalities and performs their 

typical prioritized maintenance work.  

Additional 

capabilities/challenges 

CV applications increase the total data input from the 

roadway to the TMC. Thresholds for various alarms will 

need to be recalibrated based on CV data to prevent false 

alarms in the TMC Advanced Traffic Management System 

(ATMS) software. 
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6.2. Operational Scenario #2: Bad Weather; Slow Speeds 

Scenario:  It is snowing in the I-90 corridor, and the lake effect is creating hazardous visibility 

conditions.  

Data Stream of traveler data collected by RSUs and reported to 

TMC – speeds slower than usual. DMS and CV human-

machine interfaces (HMIs) warn travelers of the weather 

conditions well in advance of the affected area, VSLs are 

set to 45 mph, and elective travel is discouraged.  

Resources ODOT holds the CV data and uses it to monitor the 

situation.  

Users Travelers, fleet managers, law enforcement, and 

Maintenance are informed of travel conditions in near real 

time.  

Existing systems The data is incorporated in the TMC vehicle monitoring 

program along with other sources such as RWIS data. 

TMC Operators use this information along with CCTV 

views to update DMS, VSL, and cellular alerts. 

Interactions RSUs communicate information from vehicles to the TMC 

and vice versa. TMC data insights are shared with ODOT 

District 12, law enforcement, and maintenance crews. 

Related user needs 1 Two way immediate communication 

2 Ability to change speeds from Lake County 

3 Notify Highway Patrol of VSL changes 

4 Use data to inform and position troopers 

5 Prepare maintenance crews for weather event 

7 Real time data acquisition and risk analysis 

8 Real time cellular alerts 

9 Automated or more strict speed enforcement 

Influence of CV tools o RSU data is passed to various mobility tools and the ESP.  

Potential CV use cases • Speed Limit Warning: RSUs communicate the reduced 

speed limit to CV drivers and fleet managers. 

• Variable Speed Limits for Weather-Responsive Traffic 

Management & Road Weather Information and Routing 

Support for Emergency Responders: Once speed 

changes are set, Law enforcement is notified of VLS 

changes and weather conditions. They position 

additional resources along the corridor for speed 

enforcement and emergency response.  

• Road Weather Motorist Alert and Warning & Road 

Weather Information for Freight Carriers: RSUs along 

roadway are engaged by the TMC to issue travel 

advisory warnings to travelers.   

• Spot Weather Impact Warning: CVs are warned about 

unsafe conditions or road closure at specific points on 
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the downstream roadway as a result of weather-

related impacts. 

• Road Weather Information for Maintenance and Fleet 

Management Systems: Maintenance begins uses CV 

data to prepare a strategy for snow removal and ice 

treatment activities. 

• Traveler Information - Smart Parking: Parking 

notifications, advisories are sent to CVs through RSUs. 

• Vehicle Data for Traffic Operations: TMC receives 

continuous data feed from roadway through RSU and 

monitors roadway conditions, until the end of event 

and traffic returns to normal conditions. 

Additional 

capabilities/challenges 

The TMC and District 12 need to communicate 

responsibilities for updating the VSLs. Law enforcement  

needs to prioritize the need of speed enforcement with 

emergency response. Maintenance crews need to 

balance the needs of this corridor with their other 

responsibilities.  
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6.3. Operational Scenario #3: Bad Weather; Crash  

Scenario:  Later the same day, the weather has improved slightly, and though speed limits 

have not been raised, high speeds in poor conditions have led to a crash.  

Data Stream of traveler data collected by RSUs is reported to 

TMC – bad weather and a crash at mile marker 207.2 

northbound. 

Resources ODOT TMC collects the CV data and uses it to streamline 

traffic operations and recognize the crash early. 

Users Travelers and fleet managers are updated to use caution 

because there is a crash and notified which lane(s) are 

likely to be closed ahead. Law enforcement and 

Maintenance are notified of the crash. 

Existing systems TMC Operators use CCTV cameras to locate the crash, 

then update DMS to warn travelers of the crash and reduce 

VLS speeds.  

Interactions The CVs automatically communicate to RSUs, and the 

RSUs automatically convey that information to the TMC. An 

alarm sounds when the average speed changed from 53 

mph to 5 mph in less than ten seconds. Crash alarms alert 

the TMC of the crash. Law enforcement and maintenance 

are also notified. 

Related user needs 1 Two way immediate communication 

2 Ability to change speeds from Lake County 

3 Notify Highway Patrol of VSL changes 

4 Use data to inform and position troopers 

5 Prepare maintenance crews 

7 Real time data acquisition and risk analysis 

8 Real time cellular alerts 

9 Automated or more strict speed enforcement 

Influence of CV tools o RSU data is passed to various mobility tools and the ESP. 

Potential CV use cases • Speed Limit Warning: RSUs communicate reduced 

speed limits to CVs. 

• Variable Speed Limits for Weather-Responsive Traffic 

Management & Road Weather Information and Routing 

Support for Emergency Responders: Law enforcement 

is notified of the crash at MM 202.7 NB and emergency 

response is triggered, including potential routes to the 

crash. 

• Road Weather Motorist Alert and Warning & Road 

Weather Information for Freight Carriers: RSUs 

broadcast advanced incident and weather notification 

to travelers and freight vehicles.   

• Spot Weather Impact Warning: CVs are notified of 

reduced speeds, incident details such as location, lane 
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closures and presence of emergency vehicle activity 

by the RSUs.  

• Road Weather Information for Maintenance and Fleet 

Management Systems: Maintenance crews are notified 

about the incident and updated weather conditions. 

Snowplows are notified and use caution while entering 

incident area.  

• Vehicle Data for Traffic Operations: TMC receives 

continuous data feed from roadway through RSU and 

monitors roadway conditions, until the end of event and 

traffic returns to normal conditions. 

Additional 

capabilities/challenges 

CV applications increase the total data input from the 

roadway to the TMC. Thresholds for various alarms will 

need to be recalibrated based on CV data to prevent false 

alarms in the TMC ATMS system. 
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6.4. Operational Scenario #4: Unscheduled Maintenance   

Scenario:  Unscheduled early October maintenance, good weather 

Data Stream of traveler data collected by RSUs and reported to 

TMC – but there is an error and it is identified that one 

device is reporting incorrect data to TMC.  

Resources ODOT retains the CV data and uses it to identify the faulty 

device and notifies the contractor to dispatch maintenance.  

Users The CV users are updated that conditions are normal, and 

no delays are expected.  

Existing systems The RSU is collocated with a CCTV camera that appears to 

be functioning properly.  

Interactions The affected RSU triggers an alarm when data was sensed 

to be faulty (either automatically or manually). The 

contractor performs maintenance activities on the RSU. 

Related user needs 1 Two way immediate communication 

6 Create maintenance alerts for system failures 

Influence of CV tools o RSU data from the faulty device is flagged as incorrect for 

any tools and data storage. 

Potential CV use cases • Speed Limit Warning: The faulty RSU is not used to 

generate speed limit warnings.  

• Vehicle Data for Traffic Operations: TMC operators 

identify the faulty RSU and ignore its data when making 

decisions on traffic operations. 

Additional 

capabilities/challenges 

Determining how to handle data from a malfunctioning RSU 

and ensuring it is flagged appropriately. Once the RSU is 

fixed, ensuring that it is properly reintegrated with the 

overall ATMS.  
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7. Summary of Impacts 

 

CV technology and the applications proposed through this project are poised to improve bad 

weather response in the I-90 lake effect corridor.  

7.1. Anticipated Benefits and Challenges 

The deployment of CV technology along I-90 will transform personal and freight transportation 

networks. While significant safety, congestion, emissions, mobility, and social improvements 

are anticipated, the technology will also pose financial, technical and institutional challenges, 

which are currently being uncovered through CV application development efforts and studies 

across the country.  

7.1.1. Benefits 

CV applications aim to tackle challenges in the realm of safety, mobility, and environment. 

Outside of these areas, the foremost organizational benefit of implementing the proposed CV 

applications will be the provision of robust data. Traffic managers will receive a significant 

amount of high-quality traffic operations data. This data may be used by stakeholders to 

improve planning, investment and decision-making. Furthermore, data may be stored and 

shared with other agencies to substantiate further transportation improvements. 

Table 7 provides a summary of the expected benefits of the proposed I-90 lake effect corridor 

CV applications. 

  

TEM Compliance 

Section 7 conforms to 1301-2.4 High Risk SEA Project Requirements ConOps Section, 3rd  

bullet; “The greater the expected impact on operations, the more detailed explanation will 

be required.” 
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Table 7. Expected Benefits by Proposed CV Applications  

Grp. CV Application Expected Benefits 

Vehicle to 

Infrastructure 

(V2I) Safety 

Speed Limit Warning 
o Reduced potential for traffic safety 

violations 

Spot Weather Impact Warning  

o Increase vehicle operator awareness 

of roadway conditions 

Road 

Weather 

Road Weather Motorist Alert 

and Warning 

o Improved real-time information 

provision 

Road Weather Information and 

Routing Support for 

Emergency Responders 

o Improved real-time information 

provision 

Road Weather Information for 

Freight Carriers 

o Improved real-time information 

provision 

Road Weather Information for 

Maintenance and Fleet 

Management Systems  

o Improved real-time information 

provision 

Variable Speed Limits for 

Weather-Responsive Traffic 

Management 

o Increase vehicle operator awareness 

of roadway conditions 

Mobility 
Traveler Information- Smart 

Parking 

o Improved real-time information 

provision 

Agency Data 
Vehicle Data for Traffic 

Operations  

o Improved transportation data 

aggregation 

 

7.1.2. Challenges  

The expansion of CV technology, while offering numerous benefits, could create new problems 

and bring about significant change that would be disruptive to transportation agencies, policy 

makers and the industry workforce. Some of the high-level challenges associated with CVs 

includes funding, updated stakeholder skill sets, market penetration/public acceptance, 

legislative support, and the transition process, as well as strategies to combat these 

challenges. Refer to the Ohio CV Concept of Operations for more detail.  

https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app74.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app46.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app46.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app39.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app39.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app39.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app40.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app40.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app41.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app41.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app41.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app85.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app85.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app85.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app104.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app104.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app87.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app87.html#tab-3
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7.1.3. Example Challenges and Suggested Solutions 

In Operational Scenarios (Section 5), a few key challenges have been identified.  

Challenge: CV applications increase the total data input from the roadway to the TMC. 

Proposed Solution: During the requirements development phase of the project, attention shall 

be paid to the increased volume of data exchange and related data security requirements and 

the functional requirements shall be drafted in a manner that these needs are met. 

Challenge: Thresholds for various alarms will need to be recalibrated based on CV data to 

prevent false alarms in the TMC ATMS 

Proposed Solution: representatives from the relevant stakeholder group shall be involved at 

the needs development stage to gather stakeholder input on setting up thresholds for different 

alarms. Also, functional requirements shall be drafted in such a way that each applicable sub-

system shall be user configurable. 

Challenge: The TMC and District 12 need to communicate responsibilities for updating the 

VSLs. 

Proposed Solution: Detailed Standard Operating Procedures shall be developed outlining 

stakeholder roles and responsibilities that remove ambiguity and enhance response times to 

incidents. 

7.2. Performance Measurement 

This section presents critical performance metrics that may be used to assess the overall 

impacts of CV technologies deployed through this project. Being able to measure and 

communicate the value achieved by investing in CV technology is a critical part of securing 

funding and could build support for deploying and strengthening these systems. The selected 

metrics would demonstrate value added to the community through CV technology, motivate 

and facilitate improved performance and track the ability of CV initiatives to meet the needs 

identified for this program.  

The following performance measures focus on project-level goals related to improving safety, 

congestion, mobility, and the environment. The baselines for these measures should be 

established six months to one year before the implementation of CV applications. 
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Table 8: Performance Measures 

Goal Performance Measure 
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Motor vehicle crashes per 100 million vehicle miles traveled (VMT) 

Injury crashes per 100 VMT 

Fatal crashes per 100 VMT 

Incident clearance time, between first recordable awareness of incident 

and time at which last responder left the scene 
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Travel time index, defined as the ratio of peak period travel time to free-

flow travel time 

Average travel time in minutes for the freeway section 
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Vehicle occupancy  

Total vehicle trips 
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Appendix A – Glossary 

Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS): A broad category of systems that collect and 

process information from sensors and CCTV cameras along major roadways.  Once processed, 

the information is then used to manage traffic control devices such as ramp meters, traffic 

signals and other control devices. These systems are also the source of much of the data used 

to inform motorists through the Advanced Traveler Information Systems listed below. 

Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS): A system which distributes information to the 

traveling public over a variety of methods such as variable-message sign, kiosks, Internet, 

cable television, personal hand-held devices, etc. 

ARC-IT: Title for the National ITS Reference Architecture that is utilized to develop the Ohio CV 

Statewide ITS Architecture.  It provides a common framework for planning, defining, and 

integrating intelligent transportation systems.  Further information can be found at: 

https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/index.html.  

Automated / Connected Vehicles (CV): Vehicles with advanced technologies that allow the 

vehicle to perform various advanced driving tasks.  This can include automated operation 

without the need for a human driver to perform various driving tasks, as well as communication 

with other vehicles and roadside devices to present real-time information to drivers on the 

roadway environment. 

Concept of Operations: high-level description of how systems can be implemented in a 

coordinated manner amongst participating entities to deliver services.  

DriveOhio: Established by executive order in January 2018 as a program within the Ohio 

Department of Transportation, DriveOhio is the lead organization for advanced mobility 

projects in the State of Ohio. 

Dynamic Message Sign (DMS): Electronic signs that display traffic conditions, alerts or other 

useful information to motorists or pedestrians. The term is used interchangeably with previous 

terminology such as variable message signs (VMS) and changeable message signs (CMS). 

Element: This is the basic building block of Regional and Project ITS Architectures. It is the 

name used by stakeholders to describe a system or piece of a system. 

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS): ITS applies state-of-the-art and emerging 

technologies to provide more efficient and effective solutions to current multimodal 

transportation problems. Some examples of ITS are dynamic message signs, closed-circuit 

television monitoring systems, and traffic signal systems. 

https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/index.html
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ITS Architecture: A common framework for planning, defining, and integrating intelligent 

transportation systems. An architecture functionally defines what the pieces of the system are 

and the information that is exchanged between those pieces. Architecture is defined 

functionally and does not prescribe technologies.  This allows the architecture to remain 

effective over time as technologies evolve. It defines "what must be done," not "how it will be 

done." 

Master server: An advanced traffic management system that manages CV equipment and 

applications.  

Onboard Equipment (OBE): Also known as onboard units (OBUs), device(s) located on vehicles 

that leverage V2V and V2I communication to serve as the source for location messages (basic 

safety messages) and the collection point for all warnings and alerts sent to drivers.  

Ops Concept or Operational Concept: An Operational Concept describes the roles and 

responsibilities of stakeholders in providing the ITS services included in the ITS Architecture. 

For example, one of ODOT’s roles and responsibilities is to operate and maintain the state-

operated traffic signal systems. 

Physical Architecture: The physical architecture is the part of the National ITS Architecture 

that provides agencies with a physical representation (though not a detailed design) of the 

important ITS interfaces and major system components. It provides a high-level structure to 

support the processes and data flows defined in the logical architecture. 

RAD-IT: The Regional Architecture Development for Intelligent Transportation (RAD-IT) is an 

automated software tool used to build and maintain an ITS Architecture.  It provides a means 

to input and manage system inventory, service packages, architecture flows and interconnects 

regarding a Regional ITS Architecture and/or multiple Project ITS Architectures. 

Roadside Unit (RSU): Also known as roadside equipment (RSEs), device(s) located near the 

roadway/roadside that contains hardware and software to process data received from and 

being transmitted to connected vehicles.  

Road Weather Information System (RWIS): A system consisting of roadside meteorological 

components strategically located to provide information about weather issues affecting 

transportation. The principal components of RWIS include pavement sensors, atmospheric 

sensors, remote processing units (RPU), and central processing units (CPU). 

Service Package: Service packages are a combination of ITS architecture components 

tailored to provide a specific ITS service.  For example, the Traffic Incident Management 

System Service Package combines incident detection systems, roadside surveillance devices, 

and coordination of traffic management centers to fulfill several useful needs related to the 

rapid clearing of incidents. 
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Standards: Documented technical specifications sponsored by a Standards Development 

Organization (SDO) to be used consistently as rules, guidelines, or definitions of characteristics 

for data transactions.  

Statewide ITS Architecture: A local version of the ITS National Architecture that is tailored for 

a specific state.  It can be used to produce project architecture reports for specific federally 

funded projects.  

Subsystem: The principle elements of the physical architecture view of the National ITS 

Architecture. Subsystems are individual pieces of the Intelligent Transportation System 

defined by the National ITS Architecture. Subsystems are grouped into four classes: Centers, 

Field, Vehicles, and Travelers.  

Systems Engineering: A cyclical process of planning, designing, implementing, testing, 

operating, and maintaining an ITS system that requires agencies to ask critical questions about 

how the technical aspects of the system will work together.  
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Appendix B – Acronyms 

ARC-IT: Architecture Reference for Cooperative and Intelligent Transportation 

ATMS: Advanced Traffic Management System 

C2C: Center-to-center 

CCMS: Cooperative ITS Credentials Management System 

CV/AV: Connected Vehicle/Automated Vehicle  

DDS: Data Distribution System 

ESP: Event Streaming Platform 

IoT: Internet of Things 

ITS: Intelligent transportation system 

NTS: Network Time Source 

OBE: Onboard Equipment 

ODOT: Ohio Department of Transportation 

OEM: Original Equipment Manufacturer 

PID: Project Identification Number 

RSE: Roadside Equipment 

RSU: Roadside Unit 

RWIS: Road Weather Information System 

SMS: Service Monitor System 

TEM: Traffic Engineering Manual 

TMC: Traffic Management Center 

TSMO: Transportation System Management & Operations 

USDOT: United States Department of Transportation 

V2I: Vehicle-to-infrastructure 

V2V: Vehicle-to-vehicle 

V2X: Vehicle-to-everything 

VMT: Vehicle miles traveled 

WAID: Wide Area Information Disseminator 
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Appendix C – User Needs vs. Service Packages Matrix 

User Needs 
Service 

Packages 
Service Package Names 

Two way immediate 

communication 
TI01 Broadcast Traveler Information 

Ability to change speeds from Lake 

County 
TM21 Speed Harmonization 

Notify Highway Patrol of VSL 

changes 
TM21 Speed Harmonization 

Use data to inform and position 

troopers optimally 

SU03 Data Distribution 

PS02 
Routing Support for Emergency 

Responders 

VS03 Situational Awareness 

Better communication with 

maintenance crews 
VS03 Situational Awareness 

Real time data acquisition and risk 

analysis 

WX01 Weather Data Collection 

TM21 Speed Harmonization 

Real time cellular alerts 

TI01 Broadcast Traveler Information 

VS07 
Road Weather Motorist Alert and 

Warning 

PM01 Parking Space Management 

Automated or more strict speed 

enforcement 

CVO09 
Freight-Specific Dynamic Travel 

Planning 

PS02 
Routing Support for Emergency 

Responders 

 

https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp79.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp68.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp68.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp15.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp39.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp39.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp62.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp62.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp143.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp68.html#tab-3
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/servicepackages/sp79.html#tab-3
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